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Abstract

Applications of radioisotope technology have proved it self to be an effective 

techniques for troubleshooting and optimizing industrial process in petrochemical 

industry.

In this study, Khartoum refinery was investigated by gamma scanning technique for 

better understanding of malfunctions, the scanning were carried out using 60Co

gamma radiation source with activity of 50 mCi on a fractionator and stripper 

columns, obtained results showed that all trays of the fractionator column were in 

place but weeping was evident due to fouling or partial tray damage. For the stripper 

column, results obtained showed that all trays were on their positions and no process 

anomalies taking place.

Heat exchanger was also examined using radiotracer technique with respect to leak 

detection and residence time distribution. The investigations were carried out using 
82Br in the form of di-bromo-para-bensene (C6H4Br2) as a radiotracer. No leak was 

recorded and the residence time distribution results showed that the process functions 

were quite normal.

leak was examined using 99mTc as a radiotracer detection to demonstrate the 

potentials of the technique. The testing was conducted using reflux condenser. 

obtained results proved that the technique is sensitive, reliable and can be adopted to 

investigate heat exchangers in industrial systems.
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 ملخص
 

مثلتها فيألفحص العمليات وتطورت  تطبيقات الننظائر المشعة لتصبح مؤهلة وفعالة

 .الصناعات البتروكيميائية

 بنشاط(60Co) 60تخدام مصدر الكوبالتي بإسامتم إستخدام تقنية المسح الق,اسةفي هذه الدر

 (fractionator column) التقطير وفصل الخام ملي كيوري  لفحص منشأة50اشعاعي

 حدوث ما يسمى بالتدميعظهرت النتائجأ,(stripper column)والوحدة الملحقة بها

(Weeping)وجود عيوب في االرففل  نتيجة(trays) وحدةالفحص .في منشأة التقطير

 . معلومات مفيدة بشأن المكونات الداخلية وظروف التشغيلأعطىملحقة بالمنشأه السابقةال

وزعطبقت تقنيات كشف التسرب و قياسات ت,ثر المشعة مقفيات األوجياتطبيقات تكنولمن

 مل ونشاط8بحجم(82Br) 82 -ستخدام مصدر البرومزمن البقاء في مبادل حراري بإ

ئج المتحصلةالنتا,(C6H4Br2) ملي كيوري في صورة المركب العضوي15شعاعيإ

 .ي من عيوب العملياتأو أأثبتت عدم وجود تسرب

 ملي10شعاعيإبنشاطm99 (99mTC)- مل من مصدر التكنشيوم8ستخدامإخرى تمأةمر

,ةجراء تجربة معملية لكشف التسرب بغرض شرح وتوضيح فوائد وتفرد هذه التقنيكيوري إل

ثر المشعةأن تقنية كشف التسرب بإستخدام مقفيات األ  الىالنتائج تُوِصلبعد الحصول على

داة موثوقة لفحص المبادالتأاسية عالية ويمكن تبنيها لتصبحتقنية  فعالة  وذات حس

 .الحرارية
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Preface

Radioisotopes continue to play an important role in better management of natural 

resources, industrial growth and environmental preservation. The success of 

radioisotope applications is due primarily to the ability, conferred by the unique 

properties of radioactive materials, to collect data, which cannot be obtained by other 

investigation technique. Considerable progress has been already made in promoting the 

industrial applications of radiotracers and sealed sources both in developed and 

developing countries.

Relevant target areas for radioisotope applications are defined. Though the technology 

is applicable across a broad industrial spectrum, the petroleum and petrochemical 

industries, mineral ore processing and waste water treatment sectors are identified as 

the most appropriate target beneficiaries of radioisotope applications. These industries 

are widespread internationally and are of considerable economic and social importance.

The petroleum industry exerts a major influence in many developing countries national 

economics consequently; the petrochemical industry is one of the most important 

sectors of radioisotope technology applications. The search for oil and gas resources, 

the oil product intensification, the transportations of crude oil and natural gas by 

pipelines, as well as their processing in petroleum refineries and chemical plants, offers 

possibilities for extremely diverse radioisotope technology, ranging from studies at the 

oil-well, to investigation at the refinery. (Hills, 2006)

Many other industrial processes require periodic checking to determine whether they 

are operating correctly and efficiently, whether there are changes in behaviour, and 

what their effect on the environment, mineral ore processing (iron, manganese, gold 

etc.) and waste water treatment plants are other important industrial sectors where these 

technologies have been applied for many years. Cement and material construction 

industrial sectors are using radiotracers and sealed sources as a problem solving aid. 

Radiotracers and sealed sources are used also in metallurgical plants, and sugar 

industries in some countries.

The petroleum industry exerts a major influence in the country’s national economics 

consequently, the need is urgent for such on-line effective diagnostic tool to avoid 

unscheduled shut-downs.
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This study aims to apply radioisotope applications technology for troubleshooting and 

optimizing industrial processes in Sudan petrochemical plants and highlight the 

possibilities and potentials the technology can offer. 
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1-1 Electromagnetic Spectrum

The radiation is energy of transverse waves that is produced by moving charges. A 

charge can radiate electromagnetic radiation only if it is undergoing accelerated motion. 

There is one exception: a charge moving at a constant velocity through a dielectric

media can emit Cherenkov radiation. Electromagnetic radiation is also known as an 

electromagnetic wave, and consists of oscillating electric and magnetic fields at right 

angles to one another and to the propagation direction. Electromagnetic radiation 

comes in discrete packets known as photons. 

In a vacuum, electromagnetic radiation prorogates at the speed of light c, and at a 

speed:

 
in matter, where n is the index of refraction of the given material. Electromagnetic 

radiation has a characteristic wavelength (and frequency ), which the two related 

by 

The following table summarizes the names given to electromagnetic radiation based on 

its wavelength. 

TABLE 1: Electromagnetic Spectrum

wavelength range Name

102 – 104 m Long wave radio

10 - 102 m Short wave radio

10-2 – 10 m Microwave

10-4 – 10-2 m Millimeter wave

10-6 – 10-4 m Infrared light

400 – 700 nm Visible light

10-8 – 10-7 m Ultraviolet light

10-11 – 10-8 m X-ray

>10-11 m Gamma ray
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1-2 Ionizing radiation

Ionizing radiation is radiation in which an individual particle (for example, a photon, 

electron, or helium nucleus) carries enough energy to ionize an atom or molecule (that 

is, to completely remove an electron from its orbit). If the individual particles do not 

carry this amount of energy, it is essentially impossible for even a large flood of 

particles to cause ionization. These ionizations, if enough occur, can be very destructive 

to living tissue.

The composition of ionizing radiation can vary. Electromagnetic radiation can cause 

ionization if the energy per photon is high enough (that is, the wavelength is short 

enough). Ultraviolet light (exclude "near UVA"), X-rays, and gamma rays are all 

ionizing radiation, while visible light, microwaves, and radio waves are not. Ionizing 

radiation may also consist of fast-moving particles such as electrons, positrons, or small 

atomic nuclei.

In order for radiation to be ionizing, the particles must both have a high enough energy 

and interact with electrons. Photons interact strongly with charged particles, so photons 

of sufficiently high energy are ionizing (the energy at which this begins to happen is in 

the ultraviolet region; sunburn is the result of this ionization). Charged particles such as 

electrons, positrons, and alpha particles also interact strongly with electrons. Neutrons, 

on the other hand, do not interact strongly with electrons, and so they cannot directly 

ionize atoms. They can interact with atomic nuclei (depending on the nucleus and their 

velocity; often producing radioactive nuclei, which produce ionizing radiation when 

they decay.

The negatively charged electrons and positively charged nuclei created by ionizing 

radiation may cause damage in living tissue. If the dose is sufficient, the effect may be 

seen almost immediately, in the form of radiation poisoning. Lower doses may cause 

cancer or other long-term problems.        

Radioactive materials usually release alpha rays (particles similar to the nuclei of 

helium), beta rays (quickly moving electrons or positrons) or gamma rays. Alpha and 

beta rays can often be shielded by a piece of paper or a thin sheet of steel. They cause 

most damage when they are emitted inside the human body. Gamma rays are less 
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ionizing than either alpha or beta rays, but protection against them requires thicker 

shielding. They produce damage similar to that caused by X-rays such as burns, cancer, 

and genetic mutations. 

Non-ionizing radiation is thought to be essentially harmless below the levels that cause 

heating. Ionizing radiation is dangerous in direct exposure, although the degree of 

danger is a subject of debate. Humans and animals can also be exposed to ionizing 

radiation internally; if radioactive isotopes are present in the environment, they may be 

taken into the body. For example, radioactive iodine is treated as normal iodine by the 

body and used by the thyroid; its accumulation there often leads to thyroid cancer

(Katcoff 1958). 

1-2-1 Sources of ionizing radiation 

1-2-1-1 Natural background radiation

Natural background radiation comes from three primary sources: cosmic radiation, 

terrestrial sources, and radon.

Cosmic radiation

The earth, and all living things on it, is constantly bombarded by radiation from outside 

our solar system of positively charged ions from protons to iron nuclei. This radiation 

interacts in the atmosphere to create secondary radiation that rains down, including x-

rays, muons, protons, alpha particles, pions, electrons, and neutrons. The dose from 

cosmic radiation is largely from muons, neutrons, and electrons.

The dose rate from cosmic radiation varies in different parts of the world based largely 

on the geomagnetic field and altitude.

External terrestrial sources

Radioactive material is found throughout nature. It occurs naturally in the soil, rocks, 

water, air, and vegetation. The major radionuclides of concern for terrestrial radiation 

are potassium, uranium and thorium. Each of these sources has been decreasing in 

activity since the birth of the Earth so that our present dose from potassium-40 is about 
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half what it would have been at the dawn of life on Earth (Lederer, M., Hollander, J.M., 

Perlmann 1967).

Radon

Radon-222 gas seeps out of uranium-containing soils found across most of the world 

and may concentrate in well-sealed homes. It is often the single largest contributor to 

an individual's background radiation dose.

1-2-1-2 Man-made radiation sources

Natural and artificial radiation sources are identical in their nature and their effect.

Some radiation sources affect man through direct radiation, while others take the form 

of radioactive contamination and irradiate man from the inside.

By far, the most significant source of man-made radiation exposure to the general 

public is from medical procedures, such as diagnostic X-rays, nuclear medicine, and 

radiation therapy. Some of the major isotopes used are I-131, Tc-99m, Co-60, Ir-192, 

Cs-137, and others. These are rarely released into the environment.

In addition, members of the public are exposed to radiation from consumer products, 

such as tobacco (polonium-210), building materials, combustible fuels (gas, coal, etc.), 

ophthalmic glass, televisions, luminous watches and dials (tritium), airport X-ray 

systems, smoke detectors (americium), road construction materials, electron tubes, 

fluorescent lamp starters, lantern mantles (thorium), etc.

Of lesser magnitude, members of the public are exposed to radiation from the nuclear 

fuel cycle, which includes the entire sequence from mining and milling of uranium to 

the disposal of the used (spent) fuel. The effects of such exposure have not been 

reliably measured. Estimates of exposure are low enough that proponents of nuclear 

power liken them to the mutagenic power of wearing trousers for two extra minutes per 

year (because heat causes mutation).

In a nuclear war, gamma rays from fallout of nuclear weapons would probably cause 

the largest number of casualties. Immediately downwind of targets, doses would exceed 
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30,000 roentgens per hour (2.2 mC/(kg·s)), while 450 R (32 µC/(kg·s)) (more than a 

thousand times the background rate) is fatal to half of a normal population. No 

survivors have been documented from doses above 600 R (43 µC/(kg·s) or 0.15 

coulomb per kilogram-hour).

Occupationally exposed individuals are exposed according to the sources with which 

they work. The radiation exposure of these individuals is carefully monitored with

instruments called dosimeters.

Some of the isotopes of concern include cobalt-60, caesium-137, americium-241 and 

iodine-131. Examples of industries where occupational exposure is a concern include:

• Fuel cycle 

• Industrial Applications of Radioisotopes

• Radiology Departments (Medical) 

• Radiation Oncology Departments 

• Nuclear power plant 

• Nuclear medicine Departments. 

1-2-2 Radioactivity

Radioactivity is the ability of an atom nucleus to undergo spontaneous change, known 

as disintegration, that results in the emission of particles and electromagnetic radiation. 

This process is always exo-ergic (the mass of the daughter product is always less than 

the mass of the original nuclide, the parent). Generally, what makes some nuclides 

unstable is the ratio between Z (number of protons) and N (number of neutrons) (G. A. 

Johansen and P. Jackson, 2004).   The size or weight of a quantity of material does not 

indicate how much radioactivity is present. A large quantity of material can contain a 

very small amount of radioactivity, or a very small amount of material can have a lot of 

radioactivity.

1-2-3 Radiation Quantities and Units

The System International of units (SI system) uses the unit of becquerel (Bq) as its unit 

of radioactivity. One curie is 37 billion Bq. Since the Bq represents such a small 
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amount, one is likely to see a prefix noting a large multiplier used with the Bq as 

follows:

• 37 GBq = 1 Curie 

• 1 MBq = ~ 27 microcuries 

• 1 GBq = ~ 27 millicuries 

• 1TBq = ~ 27 Curies

The "System International" of units (SI system) for radiation measurement is now the 

official system of measurement and uses the "Gray" (Gy) and "Sievert" (Sv) for 

absorbed dose and equivalent dose respectively. Conversions are as follows:

• 1 Gy = 100 rad 

• 1 mGy = 100 mrad 

• 1 Sv = 100 rem 

• 1 mSv = 100 mrem 

 With radiation counting systems, radioactive transformation events can be measured in 

units of "disintegrations per minute" (dpm) and, because instruments are not 100% 

efficient, "counts per minute" (cpm). Background radiation levels are typically less than 

10 μR per hour, but due to differences in detector size and efficiency, the cpm reading 

on fixed monitors and various handheld survey meters will vary considerably.

1-3 Gamma radiation

Gamma radiation, high-energy photons emitted as one of the three types of radiation 

resulting from natural radioactivity. It is the most energetic form of electromagnetic 

radiation, with a very short wavelength (high frequency). Wavelengths of the longest 

gamma radiation are less than 10-10 m, with frequencies greater than 1018 hertz (cycles 

per sec). Gamma rays are essentially very energetic X-rays; the distinction between the 

two is not based on their intrinsic nature but rather on their origins. X rays are emitted 

during atomic processes involving energetic electrons. Gamma radiation is emitted by 

excited nuclei or other processes involving subatomic particles; it often accompanies 

alpha or beta radiation, as a nucleus emitting those particles may be left in an excited 

(higher-energy) state. The applications of gamma radiation are much the same as those of 
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X rays, both in medicine and in industry. In medicine, gamma ray sources are used for 

cancer treatment and for diagnostic purposes. Some gamma-emitting radioisotopes are 

also used as tracers in industry, principal applications include inspection of castings and 

welds. Data from artificial satellites and high-altitude balloons have indicated that a flux 

of gamma radiation is reaching the earth from outer space, thus opening up the field of 

research known as gamma-ray astronomy.

French physicist Henri Becquerel discovered gamma radiation in 1896, he discovered 

that uranium minerals could expose a photographic plate through a heavy opaque paper. 

Roentgen had recently discovered x-rays, and Becquerel reasoned that uranium emitted 

some invisible light similar to x-rays. He called it "metallic phosphorescence."

In reality, Becquerel had found gamma radiation being emitted by radium-226 a nuclide 

that is part of the uranium decay chain and commonly occurs with uranium.

Gamma emitting radionuclides are the most widely used radiation sources, the 

penetrating power of gamma photons has many applications. However, while gamma 

rays penetrate many materials, they do not make them radioactive. The radionuclides by 

far most useful are cobalt-60, cesium-137, Iridium-192, Bromine-82 and technetium-

99m.

Most people's primary source of gamma exposure is naturally occurring radionuclides, 

particularly potassium-40, which is found in soil and water, as well as meat and high-

potassium foods such as banana. Radium is also a source of gamma exposure. However, 

the increasing use of nuclear medicine (e.g., bone, thyroid, and lung scans) contributes an 

increasing proportion of the total for many people. Also, some man-made radionuclides 

that have been released to the environment emit gamma rays. 

Most exposure to gamma and x-rays is direct external exposure. Most gamma and x-rays 

can easily travel several meters through air and penetrate several centimeters in tissue. 

Some have enough energy to pass through the body, exposing all organs. X-ray exposure 

of the public is almost always in the controlled environment of dental and medical 

procedures.
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Although they are generally classified as an external hazard, gamma emitting 

radionuclides do not have to enter the body to, Gamma emitters can also be inhaled, or 

ingested with water or food, and cause exposures to organs inside the body. Depending 

on the radionuclide, they may be retained in tissue, or cleared via the urine or feces. 

Both external and internal exposure to gamma rays or X-rays are of concern. Gamma 

rays can travel much farther than alpha or beta particles and have enough energy to pass 

entirely through the body, potentially exposing all organs. A large portion of gamma 

radiation largely passes through the body without interacting with tissue-the body is 

mostly empty space at the atomic level and gamma rays are vanishingly small in size. By 

contrast, alpha and beta particles inside the body lose all their energy by colliding with 

tissue and causing damage. (Kornberg, 1961)  

1-3-1 Characteristics of Gamma Radiation and X-Rays

1. Gamma radiation and X-rays are electromagnetic radiation like visible light, radio 

waves, and ultraviolet light. These electromagnetic radiations differ only in the amount of 

energy they have. Gamma rays and X-rays are the most energetic of these.

2. Gamma radiation is able to travel many meters in air and many centimeters in human 

tissue. It readily penetrates most materials and is sometimes called "penetrating 

radiation."

3. X-rays are like gamma rays. They, too, are penetrating radiation.

4. Radioactive materials that emit gamma radiation and X-rays constitute both an 

external and internal hazard to humans.

5. Dense materials are needed for shielding from gamma radiation. Clothing and turnout 

gear provide little shielding from penetrating radiation but will prevent contamination of 

the skin by radioactive materials. 

6. Gamma radiation is detected with survey instruments, including civil defense 

instruments. Low levels can be measured with a standard Geiger counter, such as the CD 

V-700. High levels can be measured with an ionization chamber, such as a CD V-715.
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7. Gamma radiation or X-rays frequently accompany the emission of alpha and beta 

radiation.

8. Instruments designed solely for alpha detection (such as an alpha scintillation counter) 

will not detect gamma radiation.

9. Pocket chamber (pencil) dosimeter, film badges, thermoluminescent, and other types 

of dosimeters can be used to measure accumulated exposure to gamma radiation

1-3-2 Gamma Radiation Sources 

1-3-2-1 Cobalt-60 (60Co)

TABLE 2: Cobalt-60 prosperities

Half-life 5.27 years

Mode of decay Beta particles and gamma radiation

Chemical properties Metallic solid that can become magnetically charged

Co-60 is used medically for radiation therapy as implants and as an external source of 

radiation exposure. It is used industrially in leveling gauges and to radiograph welding 

seams and other structural elements to detect flaws. Co-60 also is used for food

irradiation, and sterilization processes.

Non-radioactive cobalt occurs naturally in various minerals and has long been used as a 

blue coloring agent for ceramic and glass. Radioactive Co-60 is produced commercially 

through linear acceleration for use in medicine and industry or through activation of 

Co-59 in nuclear reactors. Co-60 also is a byproduct of nuclear reactor operations, 

when metal structures, such as steel rods, are exposed to neutron radiation.

Co-60 occurs as a solid material and might appear as small metal disks or in a tube, 

enclosed at both ends, that holds the small disks. Co-60 can occur as a powder if the 

solid sources have been ground or damaged.
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Because it decays by gamma radiation, external exposure to large sources of Co-60 can 

cause skin burns, acute radiation sickness, or death. Most Co-60 that is ingested is 

excreted in the feces; however, a small amount is absorbed by the liver, kidneys, and 

bones. Co-60 absorbed by the liver, kidneys, or bone tissue can cause cancer because of 

exposure to the gamma radiation. 

1-3-2-2Bromine-82 (82Br)

Br–82 consist of 35 protons and 47 neutrons

Decay mode: Beta with associated gamma radiation

Half-life : 35.30 h 

Production scheme : 81 Br (n,γ) 82 Br

Target material : Anhydrous Potassium Bromide

Decay product : Krypton-82 (stable).

Radioactive decay of: 82Br

82Br

35.30 hr

81.916804 

B-

 -->  

3.093 MeV 

82Kr

11.6%

81.913484

Stable

Major Betas: 

Max E (MeV)                 Avg E (MeV)    

0.265    0.076                                                    

0.444                              0.138                    

Major Gammas:

E (MeV) 0.554, 0.619, 0.776                                   

Gamma constant: 18 mR/hr per 1 mCi at 30 cm

Doses:
Skin Dose: Reported for 1 µCi over 10 cm2 of skin

46.6 mrad/hr (gamma dose)
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Point Source: 466 mrad/hr (beta dose)

Disk Source: 468 mrad/hr (beta dose)

Shielding data:

Max. range for beta: Plastic = 0.15 cm

Aluminum = 0.07 cm

Concrete = 13.1 cm 

Tenth Value Thickness for average gamma: Lead = 2.3 cm

1-3-2-3 Technetium-99m (99mTc)

All isotopes of technetium are radioactive. Technetium-99, chemical symbol Tc-99, is a 

silver-gray, radioactive metal. It occurs naturally in minute amounts in the earth's crust, 

but is primarily man-made. The most commonly available isotope is Tc-99m (called 

metastable Tc-99) and is the shorter-lived parent of Tc-99.  

In 1925, Ida Noddack-Tacke, Walter Noddack, and Otto Berg published an article in 

which they reported the discovery of element 43, which they named "masurium," in 

samples from uranium-rich ores. Because they were unable to concentrate masurium, 

the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry eventually rejected their 

discovery. Discovery of technetium in 1937 in the form of technetium-97 has been 

credited to Emilio Segré and Carlo Perrier at the University of California - Berkeley. 

Technetium-99m, one of the most common isotopes used in modern medicine, was 

developed by Glenn T. Seaborg and Emilio Segré.

Technetium-99 is produced in commercial quantities mainly as a byproduct from the 

operation of nuclear reactors. Most of the Tc-99 produced in a nuclear reactor 

originates from the decay of zirconium-99. Zr-99 is an abundant byproduct from 

uranium and plutonium fission in the reactor. The Tc-99 produced in the reactor may 

become part of its airborne, liquid, or solid wastes. In addition to being produced in 

nuclear reactors, Tc-99 is produced in the detonation of nuclear weapons. 

Medical and academic institutions use molybdenum/technetium generators as a source 

of Tc-99m for diagnostic tests or research. In this case, the nuclear reactor provides the 

radioactive parent, molybdenum-99, for the technetium generator. Molybdenum-99 has 

a short (66 hour) half-life, and decays to the even shorter-lived Tc-99m. 
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Technetium-99 is silver-gray, radioactive metal. It occurs naturally only in very small 

amounts. Its melting point is 3,942 °F and its boiling point is 8,811 °F. It is also a very 

dense material--at room temperature, a mass of technetium-99 weighs 11.5 times as 

much as an equal volume of water. 

Technetium-99 has a radioactive half-life of 214,000 years. Technetium-99m (called 

metastable Tc-99) decays to Tc-99 primarily by gamma emission, and has a half-life of 

only about 6 hours. Technetium-99 decays to form ruthenium-99, which is stable, by 

emitting beta and gamma radiation. 

Tc exhibits the complex chemistry of a transition metal. It dissolves in nitric acid, aqua 

regia, and hot concentrated sulfuric acid, but is insoluble in nitric acid. 

Technetium-99 has no significant industrial use. Technetium-99 is found in the 

radioactive wastes from defense-related government facilities, nuclear reactor and fuel 

cycle facilities, academic institutions, hospitals, and research establishments. 

Its short-lived parent, Tc-99m, however, is the most widely used radioactive isotope for 

medical diagnostic studies. Technetium-99m is used for medical and research purposes, 

including evaluating the medical condition of the heart, kidneys, lungs, liver, spleen, 

and bone, among others, and also for blood flow studies.

Once in the human body, Tc-99 concentrates in the thyroid gland and the 

gastrointestinal tract. The body, however, excretes half of the ingested Tc-99 within 60 

hours. It continues to excrete half of the remaining Tc-99 every 60 hours that follow. 

After 120 hours, only one-fourth of the ingested Tc-99 remains in the body.

Special tests that measure the level of radioactivity from Tc-99 or other technetium 

isotopes in the urine, feces, and exhaled air can determine if a person has been exposed 

to technetium. These tests are better done soon after exposure as the body constantly 

excretes Tc-99 once ingested. However, hair retains Tc-99 for long periods and can be 

an indicator of Tc-99 contamination. The tests require special equipment and cannot be 

done in a doctor's office. (Lederer, M., Hollander, J.M., Perlmann 1967) 
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1-4 Interaction of gamma radiation with matter 

When a beam of gamma radiation falls on an object, some of it is transmitted through, 

some absorbed and some scattered in other directions. The knowledge of the 

phenomena involved is important and its various aspects are discussed below.

(International atomic Energy Agency, 2000)

1-4-1 Absorption phenomenon

A beam of gamma rays, while passing through some material, suffers loss in intensity. 

This phenomenon is called absorption of gamma rays in matter. The amount of 

radiation lost depends on the quality of radiation, material/density of specimen and the 

thickness traversed.

If the incident beam intensity is Io and I is the transmitted beam intensity then  

I = Io exp (-μx) where μ is called the linear absorption coefficient which depends on the 

incident radiation energy and the material density. The attenuation takes place through 

the principal effects: photoelectric absorption, Compton scattering and pair production 

which is operative above 1.02 Mev and is of relatively lesser importance. Taking into 

account all these effects the value for μ can be written as μ = (t + σ +k) where μ is the 

total or linear attenuation coefficient, t is the attenuation coefficient due to photoelectric 

absorption, σ Compton scattering coefficient and k is called the pair production 

coefficient.

1-4-2 Photoelectric absorption

In this process a photon gives up all its energy in ejecting an inner shell electron from 

the atom. The photon disappears in the process. The energy of the photon is used in 

knocking the electron out of the shell and giving it some kinetic energy.

Photoelectric absorption process is most efficient when the interaction takes place with 

the most tightly bound electrons of an atom and cannot take place with free electrons as 

a third body is needed to share so as to conserve momentum. Therefore, it is the K-shell 

electrons which are involved in this process. When the photon energy reaches the 

binding energy of a particular shell of electrons, there is an abrupt increase in the 
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absorption. The energy at which this sharp change occurs for k electrons is called the k 

absorption edge and represents the situation where the kinetic energy of the ejected 

electron is zero. Further increase of photon energy causes the absorption to decrease 

with energy. The absorption edges occur at radiation energies lower than 115 Kev. This 

process is accompanied by the emission of photo-electrons and characteristic X-ray.

Photoelectric absorption is most likely for photons of lower energy (E) and elements of 

high atomic number(Z) because the electrons are more tightly bound to these atoms. 

The probability of photoelectric absorption roughly varies as 1/E3.5 and Z5 .

It is because of the latter fact that lead (z = 82) and Uranium (Z = 92) are very effective 

shields against X and Gamma radiation.

1-4-3 Compton scattering

Upon increasing the photon energy beyond the k edge the main process of absorption 

changes from the photoelectric to Compton Effect.

A photon, like a particle, can transfer some of its energy to an electron, causing it to be 

knocked off at speed, while the photon itself is scattered away at an angle with reduced 

energy.

Compton scattering takes place with free electrons and with loosely bound outer shell 

electrons of the atom because these electrons behave virtually free to high energy 

photons.

The probability of Compton interaction increases linearly with the atomic number of 

the scattering material and decreases slowly with increasing photon energy. In the 

intermediate energies, the Compton Effect is the most important attenuation process. 

If a photon being scattered does not change its energy, then this process is called 

coherent scattering (or Raleigh scattering).
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1-4-4 Pair production

When a photon has sufficient energy (≥ 1.02Mev ) to create two electrons it can 

materialize into a positive and a negative electron in the electric field of the nucleus. 

The uncharged photon disappears in this process and electrons of equal and opposite 

charges are created.

Unlike Compton and photoelectric processes, pair production does not result in 

ionization of the atom struck. But the nucleus does have to take some of the 

momentum. Pair production dominates other modes of interaction for photon of higher 

energies. The probability of this process increases rapidly with photon energies.

1-4-5 Build-up factor

The simple absorption equation is based upon the assumption that scattered radiation is 

completely removed from the beam, however, in reality; this is not the case especially 

in a thick material. For a thin shield, the equation I = Io exp (-μx) is valid because 

the probability that scattered radiation will reach the observation point (or detector)

after a single collision is small. On the other hand, for thick material some of the 

scattered radiation finally emerges together with the un-attenuated radiation. As a result 

of this, the measured intensity of radiation after passing a shield will be significantly 

higher than that calculated using the simple absorption equation.

The above phenomenon is well known as build up radiation due to multiple scattering. 

Thus, in practice, the absorption equation is modified by introducing another quantity 

known as build-up factor, which is a function of shield material, the thickness, x and 

the energy of radiation. The absorption now becomes,

I = Io B exp –μx 

Where B is the build-up factor. Thus the build-up factor B can be defined as the ratio of 

the actual radiation flux to that which can be calculated by the use of the narrow beam 

coefficient. (International atomic Energy Agency, 2000)
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1-5 Radioisotope Sealed Sources Technology in Industry

To move to a greater degree of industrial plant production sophistication, industrial 

processes require more reliable and efficient techniques for investigation process 

problems. Several very specific sealed source technologies are applied all over the 

world, radioisotope technologies have proved it self as a sensitive tool for investigation 

and solving plant and process problems, which in turn results in considerable economic 

benefits.(Hills, 2001).

Sealed sources technology is playing an increasing role in assisting industry to satisfy a 

critical need for efficiency. Although the technology is not applicable across a broad 

spectrum, the petrochemical, chemical plants and oil fields are identified as appropriate 

targets for sealed sources applications. The above-mentioned industries are widespread 

internationally and can benefit economically from this technology.

Since the technology became available in the nineteenth century, it has scored a 

number of important successes for industrial companies worldwide. Gamma ray scan in 

petrochemical and chemical process plants are used effectively to identify process 

anomalies as well as integrity of column’s internals. It can also be used to measure and 

quantify deposits and blockages in pipelines.

A wide range of investigations aimed at optimizing of process design and control can 

also be undertaken. The biggest advantage over conventional methods is based on the 

fact that investigation can be carried out while a plant is on-line, with no disruption to 

operating processes. Expensive downtime is avoided and the convenience of direct 

measurements leads to saving process investigation costs.

The main purpose of a considerable part of industrial troubleshooting is to obtain 

qualitative information regarding the operation of a process system. Refineries consist 

of a maze of pipes, distillation columns and chemical reactors where in crude oil turns 

into valuable organic products. Sealed sources application can play an important role to 

obtain inside information regarding the behavior of various plant equipment stages. 

Important decisions can be made concerning a system to:
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§ Run longer

§ Run safer

§ Reduce energy consumption and maximize production throughput.

Sealed sources applications are: 

(i) gamma ray scanning is the best  technique to carry out an internal inspection of any 

process equipment, without interrupting production. A collimated beam of penetrating 

gamma rays is allowed to pass through the investigated object, gets modified by the 

object internals and then comes out of the other side. By measuring the intensity of 

transmitted radiation, valuable information can be obtained about the densities of the 

materials presents inside the object. The higher the density of the material, the less 

radiation gets through; so significantly more gamma rays are transmitted through a 

vapour compared to a liquid phase.

The scanning of pipelines for detection of blockages or build-up is an excellent use of 

gamma scanning because it is faster and uses lower intensity sources than conventional 

radiography testing.

Also pipe scanning can be used to detect:

q Refractory quality and losses

q Slugging effects

q Vapour and liquid presence in the line

(ii) The other part of sealed sources applications is neutron backscatter, WWiitthhoouutt

aaffffeeccttiinngg tthhee pprroocceessss,, nneeuuttrroonn bbaacckk ssccaatttteerr tteecchhnniiqquuee ccaann::

ii-- ddeetteerrmmiinnee lliiqquuiidd aanndd sslluuddggee lleevveellss iinn ssttoorraaggee vveesssseellss

iiii-- llooccaattee wwaatteerr//oorrggaanniicc iinntteerrffaacceess

iiiiii-- mmeeaassuurree ffooaamm lleevveellss

iivv-- ddeetteerrmmiinnee aabbssoorrppttiioonn ttoowweerr ppaacckkiinngg lleevveellss

vv-- ccaalliibbrraattee lleevveell ggaauuggeess qquuiicckkllyy aanndd eeaassiillyy

HHiigghh eenneerrggyy nneeuuttrroonnss ffrroomm aa rraaddiiooaaccttiivvee ssoouurrccee aarree bbeeaammeedd oonnttoo aa vveesssseell,, FFaasstt

nneeuuttrroonnss aarree sslloowweedd ddoowwnn mmoossttllyy bbyy ccoolllliissiioonn wwiitthh hhyyddrrooggeenn aattoommss ooff mmaatteerriiaall iinnssiiddee

tthhee vveesssseell,, ppaarrtt ooff tthheerrmmaall nneeuuttrroonnss aarree bboouunncceedd bbaacckk ttoowwaarrddss tthhee ssoouurrccee,, BByy ppllaacciinngg aa

tthheerrmmaall nneeuuttrroonn ddeetteeccttoorr nneexxtt ttoo tthhee ssoouurrccee,, tthheessee bbaacckkssccaatttteerreedd nneeuuttrroonnss ccaann bbee

mmeeaassuurreedd..

TThhee nnuummbbeerr ooff bbaacckkssccaatttteerr nneeuuttrroonnss iiss ddiirreeccttllyy pprrooppoorrttiioonnaall ttoo tthhee ccoonncceennttrraattiioonn ooff

hhyyddrrooggeenn aattoommss iinn ffrroonntt ooff tthhee nneeuuttrroonn ddeetteeccttoorr..
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AAss tthhee ssoouurrccee aanndd ddeetteeccttoorr mmoovvee ddoowwnn tthhee ssiiddee ooff tthhee vveesssseell,, iinntteerrffaacceess ccaann bbee ddeetteecctteedd

pprroovviiddeedd tthheeyy iinnvvoollvvee aa cchhaannggee iinn hhyyddrrooggeenn aattoomm ccoonncceennttrraattiioonn.. ((IInntteerrnnaattiioonnaall AAttoommiicc

EEnneerrggyy AAggeennccyy,, 22000022))

11--55--11 RRaaddiiooiissoottooppee aaccttiivviittyy ccaallccuullaattiioonn
EEssttiimmaatteedd ssoouurrccee ssttrreennggtthh ccaann bbee ccaallccuullaatteedd aass ffoolllloowwss::

AAccttiivviittyy == [[DD..((dd22)) .. ((22))WWtt//hhll]] // TT

WWhheerree::

DD:: ddoossee rraattee rreeqquuiirreedd ((mmRR//hhrr))

dd :: ddiiaammeetteerr ooff tthhee ccoolluummnn ((mm))

WWtt:: ttoottaall tthhiicckknneessss ooff ccoolluummnn((mmmm)) ++ wwaallll tthhiicckknneessss ooff ssccaann ccoonnttaaiinneerr

hhll:: hhaallff llaayyeerr tthhiicckknneessss vvaalluuee ooff mmaatteerriiaall

TT:: ggaammmmaa rraayy ccoonnssttaanntt

WWhheenn uussiinngg tthhee aabboovvee eeqquuaattiioonn iitt iiss ssuuggggeesstteedd tthhaatt 220000mmmm bbee aaddddeedd ttoo tthhee ddiiaammeetteerr ooff

tthhee ccoolluummnn ttoo mmaakkee pprroovviissiioonn ffoorr tthhee ssoouurrccee aanndd ddeetteeccttoorr ccoonnttaaiinneerr oonn tthhee oouuttssiiddee..

TThhee aabboovvee eeqquuaattiioonn iiss aann aapppprrooxxiimmaattiioonn,, aanndd bbuuiilldd--uupp ffaaccttoorrss ooff tthhee mmaatteerriiaall aarree nnoott

ttaakkeenn iinnttoo aaccccoouunntt.. SShhiieellddiinngg ccaallccuullaattiioonn ssooffttwwaarree ccaann bbee uusseedd ttoo ggrreeaatteerr eeffffeecctt.. IItt iiss

ffuurrtthheerr rreeccoommmmeennddeedd ttoo wwoorrkk wwiitthh mmaaxxiimmuumm ccoouunntt rraattee ooff aapppprrooxxiimmaatteellyy 77000000 ttoo 99000000

ccoouunnttss ppeerr sseeccoonndd tthhrroouugghh tthhee vvaappoorr ssppaaccee ooff tthhee ccoolluummnn.. TThhee ccoouunntt rraattee ddeeccrreeaasseess ttoo

aapppprrooxxiimmaatteellyy 11000000 ccoouunnttss ppeerr sseeccoonndd aatt tthhee ppoossiittiioonn ooff tthhee ttrraayyss aanndd lliiqquuiidd.. TThhiiss ccoouunntt

rraattee rraannggee eennssuurreess ggoooodd ssttaattiissttiiccss.. ((International atomic Energy Agency,, 22000022))

1-6 Radiotracer Technology in Industry

Radiotracers are widely used in chemical, petrochemical and petroleum industries for 

analyzing non-ideal flow in process reactors and other malfunctions. In radioisotope 

tracer applications a stimulus is applied by injecting a tracer at the inlet of a system 

either in the form of a narrow pulse (delta function) or as a continuous injection (step 

input) and tracer progress monitors by radiation detectors. It is being used frequently in 

petroleum/chemical industries.
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The idea of using radiotracer for process optimization and troubleshooting 

investigations in various industries has attracted scientists and technologists due to their 

advantages as minute amount of radiotracer can be precisely measured.(Pant, 2001).

1-6-1 Advantages:

(a) High detection sensitivity  

(b) On-line detection.

(c) Physicochemical compatibility.

(d) Availability of a wide range of compatible radiotracers. 

(e) Quick analysis. 

1-6-2 Tracer selection

For selection of the suitable radiotracer, knowledge of the following parameters is 

essential:

(a) Process parameters (temperature, pressure, volume, expected mean residence time).

(b) Properties of process material (phase, density, viscosity).

While analyzing industrial problems, knowledge of the following parameters about 

system is essential:

(a) Expected or designed flow type (plug type, mixed type)

(b) Expected degree of mixing. (Pant, 2001)

1-6-3 Blockage detection and location

Blockages occur in pipelines and other industrial systems for a variety of reasons, 

obstructing free flow of the process materials. In pipeline, blockage occurs because of 

inadvertent introduction of foreign materials during construction and due to scaling on 
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walls during operation. Radiotracers offer elegant approaches for the easy location of 

blockages. In tracer method, a small gamma radiation source source (3.7 MBq to 37 

MBq) of cobalt-60 or iridium-192 or caesium-137 is loaded into a "pig" introduced into 

the pipeline and is pushed along by air or water pressure. Radiation detectors located at 

suitable trenches along the pipeline monitor the movement of the pig in the pipeline. 

Non-arrival of the pig at any point indicates a blockage upstream of that point. The 

technique has been routinely used for blockage location in buried process pipelines in 

oil and gas, petroleum, petrochemical and chemical industries all over the world for last 

three decades. The same procedure using a spherical rubber pig loaded with a tiny 

cobalt-60 source could be used to locate the interface between different fluids in 

pipelines. (Pant, 2000).

1-6-4 Leak Detection

The inherent sensitivity of radiotracer technique makes them extremely valuable in 

leakage detection heat exchangers, condensers and valves.

Leak detection application is the most widespread use of radiotracers in industrial 

troubleshooting with highest benefit to cost ratio. Any undesirable interconnection 

between isolated parts of any system or between two systems is a leak. A leak is 

suspected if there is any abnormal behaviour of a system such as loss of pressure, 

contamination of product or loss of process efficiency. Detection of leak, if any, is 

unambiguously achieved by injecting the radioactive tracer into the part suspected to be 

leaking and monitoring for the tracer in the contaminated part. Care should be taken to 

inject adequate quantity of tracer so that a lowest suspected leak rate will result in 

tracer detection. Otherwise, the interpretation of non-detection of the tracer would no 

more be unambiguous.

The design of a leak detection test in a buried pipeline depends upon situation to 

situation. Location of actual leak position is a little more complicated as the monitoring 

procedure needs to be designed to suit each specific application.

Three methods are used generally to detect and locate leaks in buried pipelines: 

Radiotracer-Detector Pig method, Velocity Drop Method and tracer batch migration 

method. 
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1-6-5 Residence Time Distribution (RTD)

A major application of tracers is for residence time investigations to determine the 

parameters for plant optimizations and modeling. Once optimum performance of the 

plant has been achieved, tracer experiments can be conducted to indicate deviations 

from optimum conditions. The reasons for malfunctions such as unwanted bypass 

streams or obstruction of vessels and pipes can be determined and remedied. The 

necessity for a plant shutdown can be assessed and vital information for required 

repairs obtained prior to shutdown.

Analysis of the tracer distribution curve is done by relating the moments of the 

distribution curve to the possible flow models in the reactor. The first moment of a 

distribution is the mean of distribution i.e. mean residence time of material in the 

reactor, the second moment represents the variance which can be related to the Pecklet 

number, a dimensionless number giving a ratio of convective to dispersive forces, the 

third moment is the skewness. From these moments flow conditions varying from plug 

flow to fully mixed flow can be described inside a reactor.

Residence Time Distribution (RTD) is an important characteristic of continuous flow 

systems and provides vital information such as mean residence time (MRT) of process 

fluid, degree of axial mixing and flow behaviour. The concept of RTD can be applied 

to various industrial processes to indirectly obtain hydrodynamic data for subsequent 

improvement in design and optimization of the processes. The measured RTD data 

obtained from an industrial system needs to be analyzed using suitable mathematical 

models in order to draw physically meaningful conclusions. Tanks-in-series and axial 

dispersion models are widely employed to describe and investigate the flow behaviour 

of the simple systems. However, complex flow models consisting complex network of 

interconnected elementary flow models are used to simulate the complex industrial 

flow processes. Continuously operating industrial systems are designed to have either 

plug flow or well mixed flow patterns. But real systems never fully follow these ideal 

flow patterns.

In some cases the deviation from ideal flow patterns is considerable and has a direct 

bearing on product quality and process efficiency. The deviations may be either due to 

occurrence of malfunctions in the system or poor design of the system. Therefore,
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ignoring this parameter may lead to gross error in design of the system and scale-up of 

the process. The problems due to improper design are overcome by studying the 

hydrodynamics of the process materials using radiotracers at design stage itself. 

Radiotracers are widely used for design validation of the processing reactors in 

chemical and petrochemical plants. (Pant, 2001)

1-6-6 Tracers in oil field investigations

For secondary recovery of oil from formations, de-ionized water is injected into the 

injection well. This water sweeps the residue oil from the formations towards 

production well. It is essential to know the direction and mean residence time (from the 

injection well to the production well) of injected water for its proper utilization and the 

efficient recovery of the oil. For this purpose radiotracers are injected into injection 

well. At regular intervals, samples are taken from the oil-water mixture and samples are 

analyzed using a suitable radiation detector. Tracers have been applied to obtain 

information on inter-well communication for residual oil estimation and enhancement 

of oil recovery. The enhancement of oil production from the radiotracer investigation of 

the secondary processes is more than 15 per cent of the residual oil. Economic benefit 

amounts to several million dollars per year. In addition, isotopes are used for oil well 

logging applications. Oilfield tracer applications have roots in hydrology, groundwater 

studies, chemical reactor engineering, civil engineering, environmental studies and 

many other disciplines. Many of the procedures developed in the oilfield are applicable 

to equivalent studies in these disciplines.

1-6-7 Port management

For management of sufficient water depth at ports for ship movements, dredging 

operations are carried out throughout the year. Understanding of the movement of 

sediment on seabed is essential to harbour development programme. These operations 

are very costly. Radiotracer techniques are in use to evaluate parameters such as 

direction of movement, velocity and quantity of bed load transport. Radiotracers help in 

a big way in selection of suitable dumping site of dredged material, as dumped material 

should not come back into the navigation channel. (Pant, 2002)
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1-6-8 Economical benefits

A number of industries have considerably benefited from various radiotracer 

applications. Some of the main factors considered for estimating the cost to benefit 

ratios are as follows:

(a) Direct cost comparison with alternative conventional techniques.

(b) Savings due to increased production efficiency.

(c) Savings due to improved product quality.

(d) Savings due to reduced shutdown time of the plant. (Hills, 2006)

1-6-9 Estimation of Amount of Radiotracer
After selecting a suitable radiotracer for a particular application, the amount of tracer 

required to be used is the second important step in designing a radiotracer experiment. 

The lower limit of the amount of tracer is estimated according to measurement 

sensitivity, accuracy desired, dilution between injection and detection points and 

background radiation level. However, the upper limit is set by radiological safety 

considerations. Sometimes the amount of activity to be injected is less than the upper 

limit but higher than an optimum amount, and this may saturate the inlet detector. The 

saturation of detector will result in loss of counts and hence it may not be possible to 

quantitatively account for tracer, which could lead to errors in obtaining the required 

information. Therefore, it is important to use an optimum amount of radiotracer for a 

RTD investigation. The amount of radiotracer required for a radiotracer application 

depends on the following factors:

• Accuracy desired.

• Efficiency of measurement or calibration factor of detection system.

• Expected level of dilution/dispersion.

• Half life of radiotracer used.

• Background radiation level and repeated measurements to be made.

• Mode of injection and detection.

• Expected losses of tracer. (International atomic Energy Agency, 2004).
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1-7 Basic Refinery Processes

The petroleum industry began with the successful drilling of the first commercial oil 

well in 1859, and the opening of the first refinery two years later to process the crude 

into kerosene. The evolution of petroleum refining from simple distillation to today's 

sophisticated processes has created a need for safety and risk based management 

procedures. Refining is the processing of one complex mixture of hydrocarbons into a 

number of other complex mixtures of hydrocarbons. The safe and orderly processing of 

crude oil into flammable gases and liquids at high temperatures and pressures using 

vessels, equipment, and piping subjected to stress and corrosion requires considerable 

knowledge, control, and expertise. 

Petroleum refining begins with the distillation, or fractionation, of crude oils into 

separate hydrocarbon groups. The resultant products are directly related to the 

characteristics of the crude processed. Most distillation products are further converted 

into more usable products by changing the size and structure of the hydrocarbon 

molecules through cracking, reforming, and other conversion processes. These 

converted products are then subjected to various treatment and separation processes 

such as extraction, hydrotreating, and sweetening to remove undesirable constituents 

and improve product quality. Integrated refineries incorporate fractionation, 

conversion, treatment, and blending operations.

Petroleum refining processes and operations can be separated into four basic areas: 

• Fractionation (distillation) is the separation of crude oil in atmospheric and 

vacuum distillation towers into groups of hydrocarbon compounds of differing 

boiling-point ranges called "fractions" or "cuts." 

• Conversion Processes change the size and/or structure of hydrocarbon 

molecules. These processes include: 

o Decomposition (dividing) by thermal and catalytic cracking; 

o Unification (combining) through alkylation and polymerization; and 

o Alteration (rearranging) with isomerization and catalytic reforming. 

• Treatment Processes are intended to prepare hydrocarbon streams for

additional processing and to prepare finished products. Treatment may include 

the removal or separation of aromatics and naphthenes as well as impurities and 
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undesirable contaminants. Treatment may involve chemical or physical 

separation such as dissolving, absorption, or precipitation using a variety and 

combination of processes including desalting, drying, hydrodesulfurizing, 

solvent refining, sweetening, solvent extraction, and solvent dewaxing. 

• Formulating and Blending is the process of mixing and combining 

hydrocarbon fractions, additives, and other components to produce finished 

products with specific performance properties. 

1-7-1 Catalytic Cracking

Catalytic cracking breaks complex hydrocarbons into simpler molecules in order to 

increase the quality and quantity of lighter, more desirable products and decrease the 

amount of residuals. This process rearranges the molecular structure of hydrocarbon 

compounds to convert heavy hydrocarbon feedstock into lighter fractions such as 

kerosene, gasoline, LPG, heating oil, and petrochemical feedstock.

Catalytic cracking is similar to thermal cracking except that catalysts facilitate the 

conversion of the heavier molecules into lighter products. Use of a catalyst (a material 

that assists a chemical reaction but does not take part in it) in the cracking reaction 

increases the yield of improved-quality products under much less severe operating 

conditions than in thermal cracking. The catalysts used in refinery cracking units are 

typically solid materials (zeolite, aluminum hydrosilicate, treated bentonite clay, fuller's 

earth, bauxite, and silica-alumina) that come in the form of powders, beads, pellets or 

shaped materials called extradites. 

There are three basic functions in the catalytic cracking process: 

• Reaction - Feedstock reacts with catalyst and cracks into different 

hydrocarbons; 

• Regeneration - Catalyst is reactivated by burning off coke; and 

• Fractionation - Cracked hydrocarbon stream is separated into various products. 

The three types of catalytic cracking processes are fluid catalytic cracking (FCC), 

moving-bed catalytic cracking, and Thermofor catalytic cracking (TCC). The catalytic 

51cracking process is very flexible, and operating parameters can be adjusted to meet 
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changing product demand. In addition to cracking, catalytic activities include 

dehydrogenation, hydrogenation, and isomerization.  

TABLE 3: Catalytic Cracking Processes

Feedstock From Process Typical products - to – unit

Deasphalted 

oils

Deashpalter Decomposition, 

alteration

• Middle distillates To 

Hydrotreat, blend, or 

recycle 

• Petrochem feedstock To 

Petrochem or other 

• Residue To Residual fuel 

blend 

Gas oils Towers, coker 

visbreaker

Decomposition, 

alteration

• Gasoline To Treater or 

blend 

• Gases To Gas plant 

1-7-1-1 Fluid Catalytic Cracking 

The most common process is FCC (Fluid Catalytic Cracking), in which the oil is 

cracked in the presence of a finely divided catalyst, which is maintained in an aerated 

or fluidized state by the oil vapors. The fluid cracker consists of a catalyst section and a 

fractionating section that operate together as an integrated processing unit. The catalyst 

section contains the reactor and regenerator, which, with the standpipe and riser, form 

the catalyst circulation unit. The fluid catalyst is continuously circulated between the 

reactor and the regenerator using air, oil vapors, and steam as the conveying media. 

A typical FCC process involves mixing a preheated hydrocarbon charge with hot, 

regenerated catalyst as it enters the riser leading to the reactor. The charge is combined 

with a recycle stream within the riser, vaporized, and raised to reactor temperature 
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(900°-1,000° F) by the hot catalyst. As the mixture travels up the riser, the charge is 

cracked at 10-30 psi. In the more modern FCC units, all cracking takes place in the 

riser. The "reactor" no longer functions as a reactor; it merely serves as a holding vessel 

for the cyclones. This cracking continues until the oil vapors are separated from the 

catalyst in the reactor cyclones. The resultant product stream (cracked product) is then 

charged to a fractionating column where it is separated into fractions, and some of the 

heavy oil is recycled to the riser. 

Spent catalyst is regenerated to get rid of coke that collects on the catalyst during the 

process. Spent catalyst flows through the catalyst stripper to the regenerator, where 

most of the coke deposits burn off at the bottom where preheated air and spent catalyst 

are mixed. Fresh catalyst is added and worn-out catalyst removed to optimize the 

cracking process. 
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of a typical FCC unit
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1-7-1-2 Moving Bed Catalytic Cracking

The moving-bed catalytic cracking process is similar to the FCC process. The catalyst 

is in the form of pellets that are moved continuously to the top of the unit by conveyor 

or pneumatic lift tubes to a storage hopper, then flow downward by gravity through the 

reactor, and finally to a regenerator. The regenerator and hopper are isolated from the 

reactor by steam seals. The cracked product is separated into recycle gas, oil, clarified 

oil, distillate, naphtha, and wet gas. 

1-7-1-3 Thermofor Catalytic Cracking

In a typical thermofor catalytic cracking unit, the preheated feedstock flows by gravity 

through the catalytic reactor bed. The vapors are separated from the catalyst and sent to 

a fractionating tower. The spent catalyst is regenerated, cooled, and recycled. The flue 

gas from regeneration is sent to a carbon-monoxide boiler for heat recovery. 

1-7-2 Safety Considerations

Liquid hydrocarbons in the catalyst or entering the heated combustion air stream are 

controlled to avoid exothermic reactions. Because of the presence of heaters in catalytic 

cracking units, the possibility exists for fire due to a leak or vapor release. In some 

processes, caution is taken to prevent explosive concentrations of catalyst dust during 

recharge or disposal. When unloading coked catalyst, iron sulfide may ignite 

spontaneously when exposed to air. It is usually wetted with water to prevent it from 

igniting vapors. Coked catalyst may be either cooled below 120° F before it is dumped 

from the reactor, or dumped into containers that have been purged and inerted with 

nitrogen and then cooled before further handling. 

Because the catalytic cracker is a closed system, there is normally little opportunity for 

exposure to hazardous substances during normal operations. The possibility exists of 

exposure to extremely hot (700° F) hydrocarbon liquids or vapors during process 

sampling or if a leak or release occurs. In addition, exposure to hydrogen sulfide and/or 

carbon monoxide gas may occur during a release of product or vapor. 
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Catalyst regeneration involves steam stripping and decoking, and produces fluid waste 

streams that may contain varying amounts of hydrocarbon, phenol, ammonia, hydrogen 

sulfide, mercaptan, and other materials depending upon the feedstock, crudes, and 

processes. Inadvertent formation of nickel carbonyl may occur in cracking processes 

using nickel catalysts, with resultant potential for hazardous exposures.

1-8 Objectives of the study

This study aims to investigate some process equipment in a petrochemical refinery in 

order to determine malfunctions and to obtain information assist to optimize their 

performance by means of sealed sources and radiotracer technology. These equipment

are fractionator column, stripper column and heat exchanger. 

For the fractionator column the investigation using gamma scanning technique aimed to 

determine the causes of pump cavitations. The objective of stripper column scan was to 

obtain information about the hydraulic performance of the column and compare it with 

the operating parameters to determine the optimum operating conditions.

Leak testing and residenencs time distribution investigation were carried out using 

radiotracer technique on a suspected heat exchanger, the suspecting was a result of 

product impurity noticed.

Chapter two of this study describes the materials and methods used to:

1- Gamma scanning of fractionator column

2- Gamma scanning of stripper column

3- Leak test investigation on a top reflux / deaerated water cooler system

4- Leak detection using 99TC

5- Residence Time Distribution Measurement on a top reflux / de-aerated water cooler 

system using 82Br.

Chapter three gives the results of the above experiments and discusses them 

respectively. 

Chapter four is  the conclusions and recommendations brought out from the 

experiments results.
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2-1 Gamma Scanning Investigation
2-1-1 Materials
The following materials and Equipment were used to perform the two gamma scanning 

investigations:

• Co-60 source (50mCi)

• Source container (Panoramic)

• NaI detector

• Detector container

• Palmtop computer (for online data acquisition and storage)

• Connection cables

• Reel cables

• Computer Software

2-1-2 Gamma Scanning Investigation on a Fractionator Column
Gamma radiation scan investigations were carried out, by means of radioactive sealed 

source technology on 50m length and 3m diameter fractionator column at a 

petrochemical refinery. This refinery experienced malfunctions, It was presumed that it 

is in the top portion of the column was responsible of pump cavitations. 

The main task of a fractionation system in RFCC(Residue Fluid Catalytic Cracking)

Unit is to cut oil vapor mixture from the reactor into rich gas, raw gasoline, light diesel, 

recycle oil and slurry etc. according to boiling range and to guarantee that each fraction 

to be on specification.

This technique is an online technique to “see” the hydraulic performance of an 

operating column. The quantity of gamma radiation absorbed or transmitted is an 

indication of the actual quantity and nature of the material between the radioactive 

source and detector. The relation describes the transmission of gamma radiation 

through material:

I = Io.exp (-µρx) ...................... (1)

where: I = intensity of radiation transmitted through material

Io = intensity of incident radiation (assuming no medium  

interfering  with the transmission of radiation).

µ =     absorption coefficient of material measured.
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ρ =     density of material.

x =     thickness of material (radiation path length

through which radiation is transmitted).

By applying the above relationship effectively, an accurate density profile of an online 

process inside a distillation column can be obtained. It states that the radiation intensity 

measured by a detector is inversely proportional to the material density of the absorber 

(medium between the source and detector).

The equation also describes an exponential attenuation, which can be regarded as a 

function of the product properties, such as thickness and density (i.e. mass per unit 

area) of the absorbing medium. The above forms the basis of gamma-ray absorption 

techniques used for process investigation.

Presentation of distillation
column scanning

Suitable radioactive sourceRadiation detector

Figure 2: Mechanism of gamma ray scanning

When scanning a distillation column or a similar vessel, a small suitably sealed gamma 

radiation source and a detector (NaI/Tl) are lowered concurrently in small increments 

on opposite sides, down the exterior length of the unit. A relative density profile of the 

contents of the column is thus obtained, because, according to the mechanics of 

scanning transmission of gamma-radiation through material (see equation), areas 

containing relatively high density material (such as liquid and/or metal) would result in 
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a relatively low intensity of transmitted radiation, while areas of relatively low density 

(vapour spaces between trays) would result in a high intensity level. By comparing the 

scan profile obtained with a mechanical drawing of the unit, deductions can be made 

regarding to possible mechanical damage to trays in the unit, as well as with regard to 

certain operational conditions in the unit, such as flooding, blockages, weeping and 

other process anomalies. Equation (1) is fundamental to radiation and matter, and states 

that radiation intensity measured by a detector is inversely proportional to the material 

density of the absorber (the medium that exists between source and detector). In other 

words, an increase in material density or thickness will result in a measurable reduction 

in radiation detected by the detector. It can be stated that, if the spacing (distance 

between the source and detector) is held constant, then the radiation intensity received 

by the detector is a measure of the average density of the material (substance) between 

them. A typical radioactive sealed source used for gamma-ray scans of a distillation 

column is only approximately 1 % of the strength needed to investigate X-ray welds.

The top six meter and 14 meter portions of the column were scanned along the scan 

line (line between source and detector) using a 50 mCi 60Co radioactive sealed source. 

The results obtained are shown graphically in Figures 4 and 5. Also shown in the 

figures are the positions of the trays and other equipment in the column. (Hassan M.S.

et al., 2005)

2-1-3 Gamma Scanning on a Stripper Column

The lower portion of the column; from tray 7 to tray 1; was scanned as shown in figure 

2, using a 50 mCi (1850 MBq) radioactive sealed source. The scan profiles obtained are 

shown graphically in figure 7, also shown is the orientation of the scan lines. All 

distances in the figure refer to the centre of manhole M17 situated above tray 7.

2-2 Radiotracer Investigations:
The radiotracer investigations are two leak detection experiments for 

heat exchangers and residence time distribution measurement 

(RTD), the materials and equipment were:

• 82Br in the form of di-bromo-benzene

• 99mTc

• Injection System

• Data acquisition system
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• 4 NaI detectors

• Lead blocks 

• Connection cables

• Computer Software

• Laptop computer

2-2-1 Leak test investigation on a top reflux / deaerated water 

cooler system
Heat exchangers are devices built for efficient heat transfer from one fluid to another 

and are widely used in engineering processes. Some examples are intercoolers, 

preheaters, boilers and condensers in power plants. By applying the first law of 

thermodynamics to a heat exchanger working at steady-state condition, we obtain:

Σmi Δhi = 0 

where, 

Δm i= mass flow of the i-th fluid.

hi = change of specific enthalpy of the i-th fluid.( Levenspiel, 1972)

Leak testing on heat exchangers in petrochemical refineries where the leak occurs 

internally from the high pressure side, in the present case the shell side, to the low 

pressure-side, that is, the tube side, involves some degree of complexity. Bypassing 

(short-circuiting) is a commonly occurring malfunction in industrial heat exchanger 

systems.

A leak in one of the top reflux/deaerated water coolers will result in a portion of the 

liquid feed short-circuiting directly to the cooling water stream, and thus adversely 

affecting the performance of the system.

By injecting a suitable radioactive liquid tracer into the high pressure side, the feedline 

on the shell side to the water coolers, it is in principle possible to detect a leak in the 

water coolers. If a portion of the liquid tracer that is injected into the feed line is 

detected in the water cooling lines on the low pressure side, a leak is indicated.

A schematic layout of the water cooling system is shown in Figure 3. Also shown in the 

layout is the injection point of the radiotracer into the feed line. The progress of the 

tracer was followed by means of scintillation radiation detectors situated at suitable 

positions, as indicated in the layout.

Approximately 8 ml of 15 mCi di-bromo-para-bensene (C6H4Br2), dissolved in toluene 

and diluted with the feed product, was injected by means of nitrogen overpressure into 
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the high pressure feed line to the shell side of the water coolers. The choice of a 

radioactive isotope liquid tracer for labelling the process material should be made in 

terms of the nature of the process under consideration as well as the properties of the 

material to be studied. Di-bromo-para-bensene was selected as suitable liquid tracer 

since it contains the same chemical and physical properties as the feed material to the 

water coolers. It is in an organic phase with a half-life of 36 hours. 

Fig. 3 Layout for the reflux/deaerated water coolers & Pictures summarize the 

Experiment 
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2-2-2 Leak Detection Using 99m Tc
In order to demonstrate the application of radiotracers to detect leakage in the process 

equipment, laboratory experiment was carried out by injecting 8ml of 10mCi 99mTc into 

a normal reflux condenser as a simulation for heat exchanger. Detector 1 located at the 

inlet of the condenser, detector 2 at outlet and because the number of detectors was 

insufficient a contamination monitor used to just indicate passage of the activity, and 

detector 3 which is the leak detector at the outlet of the shell side.
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2-2-3 Residence Time Distribution Measurement on a top reflux / 

de-aerated water cooler system using 82Br
This experiment was originally presumed to be carried out at a fin plate heat exchanger 

in the CCR (Continue Catalytic Reforming) Unit, but the very high flow rate in the 

inlet form a difficulty to obtain reasonable detectors response since the activity needed 

in the inlet should be more than the 15 mCi obtained, so we decided to move to other 

suspected equipment. The alternative heat exchanger was a tube-shell type used to cool 

the reflux which is introduced to the shell side to ensure that high volumes are cooled 

in the system. This heat exchanger arrangement is not common since the common 

method of cooling involves the introduction of the product to the tube side so the high 

pressure in this case is in the shell side. 

Di-bromo-para-benzene was selected as suitable liquid tracer since it contains the same 

chemical and physical properties as the feed material to the water coolers. It is in an 

organic phase with a half-life of 36 hours. 

Approximately 8 ml of 15 mCi di-bromo-para-bensene (C6H4Br2), dissolved in toluene 

and diluted with the feed product, was injected by means of nitrogen overpressure (16 

bar) into the high pressure feed line (13 bar) to the shell side of the water coolers.

Four detectors were aligned at the inlet, tube side, shell side and the outlet, shielded 

with lead bricks to eliminate signals from the surroundings, and connected to a data 

acquisition system with a laptop computer.
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3-1 Gamma Scanning Investigation on a Fractionator 

Column
It was decided after the first scan in Figure 4 to scan a larger portion of the column to 

confirm the behaviour of tray 29. Preparations were made to carry out the scan. From

the results obtained it is concluded and confirmed that the problem area is situated on 

tray 32, 31 and tray 30. The scan was carried out during the time when pump 

cavitations were not experienced. The behavior of the mentioned trays could cause this 

pump behavior.

A slowly continuous build-up of liquid on top of the trays can reach an unstable 

condition and cause pump cavitations. The abnormal behavior of trays 32, 31 and 30

cannot be excluded from partially damaged, but behave differently than the other trays 

scanned in the column. Draw off tray also carries high liquid level and under suspicion 

of partially damage.

Fig. 4 Scan Profile for the First 6 meters
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3-2Gamma Scanning on a Stripper Column

The following deductions can be made from the scan profiles obtained.

Tray 7 to tray 5

The column was scanned along the red orientation scan line

(a) From the regular attenuation “peaks” coinciding with tray positions it is concluded 

that all the trays; in this portion of the column; are in position and carried acceptable 

amount of liquid.

(b) Good liquid/vapour disengagement (separation) was measured between the trays; 

this is deducted from the fact that the radiation intensity between the trays returns back 

to the vapour base line (green line) in all cases.

(c) The relatively low intensity (high absorption) recorded at tray position 5 is 

attributed to external steel construction (platform) at that position. No definite 

deductions can be made concerning the tray condition, although indications are that it 

behaves normal and the same as the two trays above.

Due to limited access the orientation of the scan line (black line) was altered (changed), 

in which case it was carried out partially through the centre downcomers of the column.

The following deductions can be made 

(a) All the trays are in position; as indicated by the regular attenuation “peaks” at tray 

positions, and carried approximately the same amount of liquid.

(b) Tray 4 and tray 2 attenuation “peaks” are lower than that recorded at tray positions 

3 and 1. This is because the scan was carried out through the odd tray downcomers.

(c) Tray 4 carried a relatively higher liquid level than the other trays in the column.

(d) Slight indications of foaming were recorded on trays 3, 2 and 1 (indicated by the 

arrows).

(e) A relatively good liquid/vapour separation was recorded between the trays.
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Fig.(7) Scan Profile of Stripper Column
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3-3 Leak Test Investigation on A Top Reflux / Deaerated 
Water Cooler System

The detector responses obtained during the time of the measurements are shown 

graphically in Figure 8. 

The tracer pulse recorded by detector 1 shows the time at which the tracer entered the 

system. The tracer pulse recorded by detector 2 at the outlet of the top reflux /deaerated 

system is the total mean residence time of the tracer through the system. No pulses 

were recorded by detectors 3 and 4 situated on the low pressure water lines, indicating 

no or negligible leaking.
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3-4 Leak Detection Using 99m Tc
The detectors response is showed graphically in the figure 9 , detector 1 recorded the 

main pulse, detector 2 is not apparent on the graph because it wasn't connected with the 

laptop computer , detector3 indicated that there is a leak on the system because it read 

an activity on the shell side which injected in the tube side.

The graph also showed there are two inlet and leak pulses, this happened because the 

activity injected twice, the first time we noted that the activity is too high so there is a 

possibility of detectors saturation and the second time the injection accomplished with 

a less activity.

Fig.(9) detector response obtained for leak detection using Tc-99m
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3-5 Residence Time Distribution Measurement on a top

reflux / deaerated water cooler system using 82Br

The data collected from detector 1 (inlet) and detector 2 (outlet) plotted in the 

Microsoft excel to obtain the response graphically.

Fig. (10) Detector 1 (inlet) response appears as a two separate peaks, this is due to the 

injection operation which was done twice because the  pressure interruption of the 

Nitrogen cylinder. Response obtained told a normal behavior the detector was placed 

two meters away from the injection point so there was no enough length for the activity 

to attain homogeneity before it gets to the detector, but this is informative since it gives 

clear picture for what is happening in the injection point.

Fig. (11) detector 2 (outlet) response showed that no abnormal behavior. a deduction 

can be made from the two detectors response that this system is not suffering 

anomalies.  
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Conclusions

• From the scan results obtained during the time of the scan of fractionation column it is 

concluded that all the trays were in position. Malfunction and anomalies were present 

on tray 32 and on tray 30. Weeping was also present which is an indication of partially 

damaged or fouling present on the trays.

It is recommended to carry out a reference scan on the fractionator after maintenance 

shutdown under normal operation. This will facilitate interpretations for future scans on 

the same column. After the shut down of the column the malfunction indicated in the 

scan was exactly what was highlighted in the scan. 

• When the stripper column scanned it concluded that no observable malfunctions and 

anomalies were measured in this portion of the column during the time of the scan.

Also The following is recommended After discussions with process engineers:

1/ To scan columns; susceptible to process problems; before a maintenance shutdown 

and after a maintenance shutdown at normal operating conditions. This will serve as a 

reference profile to facilitate better interpretations on the same columns in future;

2/ Do scans on important columns under various operating conditions in order to 

optimize the performance of the columns;

3/ Do regular scans; once every two months; on identified columns in order to establish 

a good data performance sheet. This will be of help in deciding when to shut down the 

column or to keep it running. This will also facilitate actions to be taken during a 

shutdown.

• From the results obtained during the time of the measurements on the heat exchanger it 

is concluded that no leak greater than 0.04% of the volume flow to the system was 

detected. Representative results were obtained.

• Residence time distribution is a characteristics parameter of industrial process systems

gave the conclusion that the tracer technique is an important tool to measure RTD and 

the measured data are analyzed for troubleshooting, process control and optimization in 

industrial process systems. The industry all over the world has benefited from 

radiotracer applications and these applications hold rich promise for the future.
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Recommendations

From the above we deduce that the radioisotope technology applications in petrochemical 

plant is very effective diagnostic technique for the process problems; and it can go further 

to optimize over all the process by adopting the various applications of this technology to 

monitor the process parameters and equipment which will ease the decision making 

regarding the development of the plant.
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